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Many think the government is about to disclose what it knows about UFOs. Many think the

government is doing everything in its power to keep the UFO reality a secret. The truth is those who

control the UFO secret are doing neither.The secret keepers are gradually disclosing this

information, via an acclimatization process, based on advice given by military think tanks that have

looked at the issue.Through the extraordinary accounts in this book, the reader will:-Learn how long

the disclosure effort has been going on and how this secrecy plan has been carried out.-Get a

revelation of the 14 magicians in charge of this secrecy.- Find out who the 5 Messiahs are, the ones

chosen to carry out the disclosure message.- Learn the 64 reasons that led United States

presidents to keep the UFO information secret.- Discover what WikiLeaks has revealed about

UFOs.- Learn of the latest disclosure effort by rocker Tom DeLonge.-Become aware of a US

president that was abducted.- Understand the story of "Trump the Aliens."- Gain insight on Trump's

UFO briefing.- Learn about the eight possible disclosure efforts being run at the present time

including the disclosure of a portal.
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It is evident that Mr Cameron has a tremendous amount of knowledge about the book's primary

subject. Unfortunately, in my case, I had difficulty trying to pull that information out of the book. It

starts out very well with some excellent thought provoking comments about government UFO

secrecy. A very intelligent beginning and then goes downhill from there.The editing is incredibly bad

and makes for very difficult reading. I have come to feel that the book might not have been edited at

all. I especially had difficulty with paragraphs that ended glaringly incomplete, stopped in mid

thought.Finally, the book ends on a political diatribe. I am truely not interested in the authors political

feelings, righr or left. I didn't purchase the book for that. I purchased the book because the title

promised me something I was interested in. I never received it.

This book has value in that it presents an enormous amount of evidence that the government has

been controlling and manipulating the UFO subject for many, many years. This in and of itself would

raise the eyebrows of even a die-hard UFO skeptic. The fact that the government is spending so

much time, energy and resources doing this strongly suggests that there is something important to

cover up. That said, this is one of the most poorly written and (un)edited books I have ever read in

my entire life! It reads like a rambling first draft manuscript. Also, if you do manage to slog your way

through to the end of the book, you are treated to an extensive Appendix that features an elaborate,

methodical bashing of current President Trump and how his political world view runs contrary to the

advanced, spiritually evolved aliens that pilot the UFOs! Yikes! I for one do not want to see strong

partisan political rhetoric in my UFO books! One reason I am giving this book 3 stars (instead of one

or two) is that the cover concept art is quite well done and very beautiful.

Finally, a true history of the US Government involvement with UFO's. A good explanation of the

history of the phenomenon, why the Government did and does what it did. I highly recommend this

book

Heard Cameron on Coast to Coast AM, enjoyed the book.

Once again, a home run by Grant Cameron. Great research, and timely, as usual.......great job

connecting the dots....an elite researcher on this subject.



I found the book very informative.

It was definitely an interesting read. It puts some things together that I've read in other books. Very

interesting.

Until this copy is proofread and edited, it deserves no more than two stars. Show some respect for

yourself and your reading audience, Mr. Cameron.
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